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be superior, since it avoids the formation of needless bonds
between the last and first words of a verse, and encourages
needful ones between the last word of one verse and the first
of the next. It has been proved, as a matter of fact, that the
'entire' method holds good with poems up to 240 lines in
length. But this result requires certain qualifications. With
children, according to Winch, the 'part* method is superior
to the 'whole.' The discouragement experienced by a child
when confronted with a lengthy task must be taken into
account, and the glow of satisfaction felt when a verse has been
mastered is an extra incentive with which we cannot afford to
dispense. The obvious conclusion is that the child should learn
as large units as possible without discouragement resulting.
'Mixed* methods combine the advantages of both. The
material is divided into convenient sections, as large as pos-
sible ; the first section is learned, then thes'epond, after which the
matter is recited from the beginning before the third is attacked.
r" A possible disadvantage of the 'entire* method, even for
adults, is that it involves needless relearning of the easier parts
when the material varies in difficulty. In such a case the
difficulties can be mastered at the beginning, the 'entire*
method being employed later. Another 'mixed* method is
to begin at the beginning and proceed until the first difficulty
is reached, stopping there until the difficulty is mastered; then
to begin again at the beginning and proceed until the second
difficulty is met and overcome, and so on until the end is
reached.
Economy in learning derives also from a suitable distribu-
tion of learning-period§^4tJs^Dacg& profitable to read through
a poem, once on each of ten consecutive days than to rcadjt"
ten times on one day. Intervals allow for consolidation, which
is always an important factor in learning. Since the"clisposi-
tions need time to set, pauses are advisable.
Can the memory be improved by practice? The financial
success of some systems of memory-training would seem to
indicate that it can. Experiments have shown clearly that the
power of committing to memory does improve with practice,
and that the improvement may be transferred to material

